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The goal of this project was to design an audio amplifier device in the guitar pedal form 
factor, which will be used for demonstration purposes of the “Darkglass electronics Oy” Ex-
hibitor stand on Winter NAMM 2020 convention in Anaheim, USA.  The second aim was to 
learn and understand research, development, and production processes, how from an idea 
and general prerequisites create a product, which will meet those requirements, and how 
various nuances affect those processes and final results.  
The thesis consists of demonstrating device development sequence as well as device circuit 
analysis from simulations to board measurements. Simulations were made in LTspice soft-
ware. Schematics, PCB design and production documents were created in Altium Designer 
software. Measurements were made using APx515 Audio Analyzer and oscilloscope.  
As a result, the device was made on time. It met the requirements, and the project is con-
sidered as completed. The device is able to produce a maximum output power of 1 Watt, 
with a THD+N of 1%. 
Keywords Amplifier, small signals, PCB design, analog electronics, au-
dio, guitar, Darkglass 
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1 Introduction 
Darkglass Electronics Oy is a Finnish company founded in 2009 and based in Hel-
sinki. The main specializations of the company are electric bass guitar effect pedals 
and solid-state amplifiers. The most famous company creations are Microtubes and 
Alpha Omega lineups; each consists of a wide range of products starting with rela-
tively simple effect pedals and ending with 900 Watt solid-state amplifiers and ver-
satile preamplifiers with equalization and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) modules.  
Starting from 2014, Darkglass participated as an Exhibitor on the National Associa-
tion of Music Merchants (NAMM) winter convention. Specifics of the exhibition pro-
cess on musical equipment market requires the ability for a visitor to test the exhib-
ited products. One of the most important factors, when it comes to guitar pedals and 
amplifiers, is sound, which product can produce. Another nuance, which should be 
taken into consideration is the exhibition background noise, which is relatively high. 
One of the solutions for such kind of problems is using headphones, which visitors 
will put on for testing sound-related features of the product. 
Some pedals have a special low power preamplifier circuit for driving low impedance 
devices, such as headphones. But typically, preamplifiers are intended to drive high 
input impedance devices like mixers or bass amplifiers. 
Also, it is not convenient to connect headphones to each pedal due to lack of space 
on the exhibition stage and probability for a visitor to get confused, which head-
phones are connected to the specific pedal. Furthermore, visitors interested trying 
more than one pedal or combination from different pedals connected.  
When it comes to pedals without a low power preamplifier circuit, the problem be-
comes more apparent, because there is no direct way for connecting headphones 
to them. Common commercial headphone amplifiers had too many controls, which 
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becomes a disadvantage in convention conditions. Another problem with commer-
cial headphone amplifiers is low output power, which makes them unsuitable for the 
required application.  
The most natural and most obvious solution is to create an external device, designed 
for amplifying an audio signal from the pedal and having enough output power for 
working in exhibition conditions. The first goal of the final thesis work is the head-
phone amplifier design. 
The second goal of the project is the device design and production process descrip-
tion. Such kinds of projects, with a specific purpose and relatively simple circuitry 
design, can serve as a representative illustration of the electronics design process 
in general and audio electronics design in detail.  
2 Theoretical Background 
2.1 Analysis Techniques 
Electronic components can be classified into two main groups – linear and non-linear.  
Linearity in that context means, how a component is affected by linear differential equa-
tions. Typical representatives of linear components are resistors, inductors, and capaci-
tors, whereas transistors or diodes can be considered as non-linear components due to 
the fact that output characteristics do not linearly correspond to the input and requires 
graphical or simulation methods for calculation. 
Depending on the magnitudes of signals, currents, and voltages in the designed circuit 
corresponding to bias values, non-linear components operation can be approximated to 
be linear around the biasing point if signal values are low enough comparing to non-
linear behavior. That technique is called the small-signal model, as the opposite of the 
large-signal model technique, where approximations cannot be made due to the high 
signal values relative to the operating point. A small-signal model is always an AC equiv-
alent model. DC components are not applicable in this context. 
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2.2 Electronic Amplifier Classes 
In electronic circuits design, it is a common practice to classify electronic circuits depend-
ing on their characteristics. In electronic amplifier circuits, classification is done by as-
signing a single capital alphabetical character to the class. As an exception can be con-
sidered AB amplifier, which is a combination of A and B classes and uses 2-letter desig-
nation. Classification is made relative to the amplifier conduction angle.   In the following 
section, the five most common amplifier classes for analog circuits are described.  
Conduction angle is a proportion of the sinusoidal wave conduction part during the am-
plifier full input cycle. It varies from 360 degrees (the full cycle is conducted) to less than 
180 degrees (only part of a sinewave is conducted) down to 0 when the conduction level 
is not related to the input signal. On table 1 comparison of different amplifier classes 
efficiency and conduction angle are given. It can be seen that efficiency is inversely pro-
portional to the conduction angle of the circuit. [1, 31.] 
Table 1 Comparison of the amplifier classes conduction angle. [1,31.] 
Amplifier class name Conduction angle Efficiency 
A 360 degrees 12.5% to 50% 
B 180 degrees 50% 
AB 180-360 degrees 50% 
C 180 – 0 degrees 90% 
D Around 0 degrees >90% 
2.2.1 Class A Amplifier 
The general idea behind a class A amplifier is continuous current flow in all the output 
devices, which gives 360 degrees conduction angle.  The advantage of such design is 
good distortion performance and relatively simple circuit design comparing to the other 
amplifier classes. [1, 299.] 
Unlike other classes, Class A amplifier circuit can be built with only one output device,   
The biasing point of the output device is tuned in a way that it never saturates or turns 
off in normal operating conditions. The idle current of the output device is usually set on 
half of the maximum output current. [1, 300.] 
 
By reason of the amplifier operating principle circuit dissipates a significant amount of 
supplied power into heat. Together with idle current half from output current, it results in 
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relatively low efficiency, when compared with other classes. For circuits with one output 
device, that parameter varies from 12.5% to 25%. One of the options to increase a circuit 
efficiency is using a so-called push-pull topology. Push-pull in A-class amplifier design 
means that instead of one output device, it uses two so that output current moves from 
0 to doubled quiescent current. Such modification increases efficiency to 50%. In figure 
1 circuit with one output device is presented. Signal is fully conducted by one transistor, 
and the voltage drop across the emitter resistance limits the negative output. Figure 2 
shows push-pull operating A class amplifier with two output devices. Output signal, in 
this case, moves from 0 to doubled quiescent current, giving higher current to voltage 
ratio, increasing the efficiency of the system. [1, 301.] 
 
 
Figure 1 Class A amplifier circuit with one output device [1, 
300]. 
 
In figure 3, it can be seen how output devices currents vary during the circuit operation. 
ic(q3) and ic(q4) are output devices current, and ic(q3) – ic(q4) is the sum of currents. 
Small current on one output device gives high current on the second output device, 
providing relatively constant total current, simplifying biasing of the circuit. [1, 301.] 
Figure 2 Class A amplifier with 2 output de-
vices [1, 300]. 
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Figure 3 Output devices current in push-pull class amplifier [1, 303]. 
2.2.2 Class B Amplifier 
The basic structure of the class B amplifier for audio purposes includes two output de-
vices (usually BJT or FET) in a way that each transistor conducts half of the input signal 
in one cycle, and both transistors are off when no input signal is present. In other words, 
it has 180 degrees conductance angle. The concept behind that principle is to get rid of 
Class A amplifiers weak sides – high heat dissipation and low efficiency, by reducing 
operation time of each transistor to half-cycle period. The efficiency of that amplifier type 
is about 60%. [2, 436.] 
 
Transistor operating principle requires the base-emitter junction to be forward biased, 
typically by from 0.5 V to 1 V. For described transistors configuration zero-crossing re-
gion is 0.7 V before and 0.7 V after the operating point. It means that when the input 
signal reaches that region, transistors will stop to conduct, and output distortion near the 
operation point will appear. That effect is called crossover distortion or zero-crossing 
distortion. This distortion can be reduced by improving the bias scheme, and with the 
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use of negative feedback. Figure 4 shows the basic B class amplifier circuit with a graph-
ical representation of the signal flow. The positive side is conducted by the upper tran-
sistor, while the negative part is conducted by the lower transistor. [2, 436.] 
 
 
 
 
2.2.3 Class AB Amplifier 
Class AB amplifier is a combination of A and B classes. The operation principle is similar 
for B class - each output device conducts part of the input signal, which combines to full 
sinewave on output. For eliminating crossover distortion, biasing points of each transistor 
are shifted from the center point, and the devices have a small idle current flowing 
through them. Basic B class amplifier circuit is represented in figure 5. It is almost similar 
to the B class circuit except two diodes, which are placed for biasing the output devices. 
[2, 436-447.] 
 
With conductance angle between 180 and 360 degrees and efficiency around 50-60%, 
that solution provides a compromise between Class A linearity and Class B efficiency 
with eliminated disadvantages of those classes.  Class AB is a common choice for Tube 
amplifier designs, but in solid-state models it is rarely used. [2, 436-447.] 
 
Figure 4 Class B amplifier operating principle 
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Figure 5 Class AB amplifier operating principle 
2.2.4 Class C Amplifier 
Class C amplifier, similarly to class A, uses only one output device for signal amplifica-
tion. But, unlike all previously described circuits, the output of class C does not fully rep-
resent the input waveform due to heavy distortion. The reason for that is the conductance 
angle of around 90%. The efficiency of the C class amplifier is approximately 90%, which 
makes it a reasonable choice for RF applications, where it is most commonly used. The 
typical Class C amplifier circuit can be seen in figure 6. The grounded resistor on the 
input biases the transistor in a way that only part of the signal can overcome the limit, 
set up by Vbe voltage drop of 0.7 V, and a downward bias voltage of the grounded re-
sistor. Capacitor and inductor is a resonant circuit, tuned for the specific frequency [2, 
448.] 
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Figure 6 Class C amplifier operating principle 
2.2.5 Class D Amplifier 
Class D amplifier operating principle, unlike other classes, is based on pulse width mod-
ulation (PWM) of the input signal. The operating principle of that amplifier class is repre-
sented in figure 7. A signal is fed to the comparator device with a triangular wave on 
another input, giving the pulses on the output. Pulse width depends on the input signal 
level. That PWM signal goes to the output stage, consisting of two switching devices 
(Typically MOSFETs because of their high switching speed). Those output devices am-
plify the PWM signal to needed value, and then a low-pass filter is used for cutting the 
high frequencies and returning the signal to its original shape. Because switching devices 
are only in on or off condition, the efficiency of class D amplifier is up to 90%. But the 
design of such circuits is complicated, and it should be carefully tuned for proper opera-
tion. [1, 366.] 
 
Figure 7 Class D Amplifier operating principle 
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2.3  Specifics Of Audio Circuits Design 
The human ear usually can hear frequencies from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Because of that, 
mostly all electronic devices, which processes audio signals, are orientated for operation 
in that frequency range. The purpose of the musical instrument audio circuits, such as 
effects pedals or amplifiers, is to manipulate audio signals depending on circuit specifics. 
Typically it means amplification (or attenuation) of the audio signal and distorting it. Dis-
tortion means manipulation with waveform shape. Changes in the waveform are a result 
of non-linear manipulation of the signal, achieved, for example, by ’overdriving’ the signal 
- driving amplifier circuits outside of their linear area. It is done for achieving different 
types of audio effects, mainly used in musical instruments gear such as guitar effect 
pedals and effect processors. [3, 1.] 
Audio signal frequency in the context of music, or, for example, speech, is not constant; 
that fact gives the ability to highlight or reduce different frequencies depending on the 
needed output. That process of tweaking the frequency response of the system is called 
equalization, and it is widely used in audio equipment. It can be used to either correct 
the response of audio systems to produce a more pleasant sound or in the context of 
musical instruments to shape the sound in more creative ways. 
2.3.1 Noise 
One of the critical goals in audio circuit design is to reduce noise to a minimum. It is 
impossible to completely remove noise from the output signal due to the fundamental 
physics as well as environment interference. The most common noise types in audio 
circuits are Johnson noise and Shot noise. [4, 8.] 
 Johnson noise is produced by resistances due to fundamental physics and can be cal-
culated by the formula (1). [4, 10.] 
𝜈𝑛 = √4𝑘𝑇𝑅𝐵  (1) 
Where 𝜈𝑛 is the RMS noise voltage, k is Boltzmann's constant (1.380662*10^-23 𝐽 ∗
𝐾−1), T is the temperature in Kelvins, B is the bandwidth in Hz, and R is resistance in 
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Ohms. Table 2 gives a representation of Johnson noise voltage corresponding to the 
resistance value, as the most important parameter and typical applications of such re-
sistances. Noise level is in direct ratio with the resistance value. [4, 10.]  
Table 2 Johnson noise depending on resistance value[1] 
 
Shot noise is generated because of the discrete nature of the electric charge. Equation 
for Shot noise calculation can be seen on formula (2): 
𝑖𝑛 = √2𝑞𝐼𝑑𝑐𝐵  (2) 
Where 𝑖𝑛 is current noise in 𝑛𝐴𝑅𝑀𝑆, q is electron charge (1.602*10^-19 C), 𝐼𝐷𝐶 is current 
value, and B is the measurement bandwidth in Hz. Table 3 gives the representation of 
current noise on different current values. [4, 12.]  
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Table 3 Shot noise depending on current[1] 
  
 Noise can be either internal if it comes from the circuit components, or external when 
noise is generated from outside sources. Noise can be reduced by proper components 
selection and using various types of noise-canceling techniques. 
2.3.2 Components Selection 
Operational Amplifiers 
Typical operational amplifiers for audio circuits can be separated into two groups de-
pending on the input device type. It can be either JFET or BJT transistors. From the first 
type, the most popular operational amplifier is TL072, while NE5532 can be considered 
as a typical BJT type component. JFETs have less current noise comparing to the BJTs, 
but more voltage noise. For designed headphone amplifier device NE5532, operational 
amplifiers are used. [4, 95.] NE5532 is a low-noise amplifier with internal compensation 
for unity-gain stability. It requires proper supply decoupling for internal oscillation elimi-
nation. It can be done by placing 100 nF grounded capacitors across component supply 
rails. [4, 118.]  
 
The designed headphone amplifier is intended to be connected to a low impedance sig-
nal source, and therefore NE5532 is a good and inexpensive choice for the input stage. 
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Because the power stage of the designed headphone amplifier does not have any volt-
age gain from the transistors, but an operational amplifier is used for voltage amplifica-
tion, it was essential to choose an operational amplifier with a high enough slew rate, not 
to limit the bandwidth. 
Resistors 
Resistors are classified depending on the materials they are made of. The most common 
type is metal film resistors because they are stable, relatively precise, and do not have 
non-linearity problems at normal signal levels. Depending on applications, through-hole 
(TH) or Surface-mount (SM) resistors can be selected. [4, 42.] 
  
The through-hole type has better voltage and power ratings as well as a low voltage 
coefficient. On the other hand, due to the spiral construction of the resistance element, 
it has higher parasitic inductance as well as much bigger dimensions comparing to typical 
SM type resistors. [4, 43.] 
 
SM resistors can be separated into a common chip or rarely used MELF format. They 
are most commonly thin (metal) film or thick (metal) film. They have different manufac-
turing processes and, because of that, various properties and prices. Thin-film type is 
more stable, accurate, and has a better temperature coefficient, but it is more expensive 
than a thick-film type. All resistors generate Johnson noise, which is not a property of the 
resistor material, but a result from thermal agitation of charge carriers. Figure 8 repre-
sents a variation of the current noise of different resistance values with 10 V voltage 
across this resistance. Graphs of different wattage ratings are marked with red titles. [4, 
43.] 
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Figure 8 Current noise depending on resistance value [4] 
 
Because of the different materials and manufacturing processes, thin-film resistors have 
less excess noise compared to a thick film as well as physically larger resistors have less 
excess noise compared to a smaller one. Table 4 shows a comparison of various resistor 
types of excess noise. [4, 46.] 
 
Table 4 Noise of various resistor types [1] 
 
Capacitors 
In audio circuits capacitors are used for three main functions: 
• Preventing DC coupling. Usually, electrolytic capacitor type is used. 
• Supply filtering or decoupling. For supply-rails, ripple filtering electrolytic is a com-
mon choice. For operational amplifier supply filtering, ceramic capacitors are 
widely used. 
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• Time constants setting.  For such purposes, non-electrolytic capacitors are se-
lected. [4, 46.] 
 
From Multi-layer ceramic capacitors (MLCC), mostly class 2 X5R, X7R, and class 1 C0G 
types are used. C0G is a Class 1 dielectric with a high stability rate. But, compared to 
Class 2 capacitors (like X5R or X7R), C0G type does not exist in large capacitance value, 
and typically they are relatively bigger, taking up more space on PCB. Class 2 capacitors 
have a so-called piezoelectric or microphonic effect, creating noise in the circuit and, 
therefore, should be avoided, especially in circuits with high gain.  
2.3.3 Test And Measurement Equipment 
 One of the most useful devices for audio circuits analysis is an audio analyzer. It pro-
vides a wide range of measurements, such as THD+N ratio and frequency response. 
Audio Precision audio analyzers product range is one of the most popular in that field. 
Apx515 audio analyzer, which was used in project work, is represented in figure 9.  From 
other products, the dScope series from Prism can be marked. For debugging purposes, 
oscilloscope and multimeter are useful.  Spectrum and network analyzers are not com-
monly used.  
 
Figure 9 APx515 Audio analyzer 
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3 Device Design Process 
3.1 Overview 
The headphone amplifier circuit consists of two main parts -  the signal processing part 
and the power supply. The purpose of the signal processing part is to properly amplify 
the signal with high output power and low distortion and noise. The power part feeds the 
circuit with specified voltages. Except for those, the device also has a digital signal pro-
cessing unit (DSP) for guitar cabinet simulations.  For analyzed headphone amplifier, the 
measurements are done in bypass mode, where the audio goes through the DSP module 
but is not manipulated in any way. The limited dynamic range and THD+N of the DSP 
module still possibly limit the measured audio performance. Indication of device operat-
ing mode is done by four LEDs. Mode selection is made by the push button. For volume 
control, one 10 kΩ logarithmic potentiometer is used. 
3.1.1 Signal Processing 
The signal processing section consists of three parts – the DSP input stage, DSP mod-
ule, and output amplification stage. The input stage has two main purposes – circuit 
protection and input signal preparation for DSP. The output amplification stage is part of 
the circuit, which amplifies the DSP output signal to the needed value and sends it to the 
output jack of the device. The graphical representation of process flow is shown in figure 
10. 
 
Figure 10 Device process flow 
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3.1.2 Power Supply 
The device uses a +9 VDC external supply for operation. The power section consists of 
three converters and one separation circuit. Figure 11 gives a graphical representation 
of voltages conversion. +9 V to +9 V Digital circuit is done for separation of DSP module 
supply voltage from direct input power supply for protection purposes and input voltage 
stabilization. +9 V to AVDD (equal to 3.3 V) converter is made for powering analog part 
of the DSP module. +9 V digital to 3.3 V converter feeds the digital section of the DSP 
module. +9 V to -9 V is a switching converter that creates a negative supply rail for the 
output amplification stage circuit.  
 
Figure 11 Device operating voltages 
3.2 Schematics Design 
Schematics design was made using Altium Designer software. 
3.2.1 DSP Module Input Stage 
The schematics design of the DSP module input stage with comments is represented in 
figure 12.  As an Input, a 6.3 mm jack with one channel input is used. As can be seen 
from the schematics in figure 12, one of the channels (2 pins in the middle to the jack 
symbol) is not connected to anything. Other pins, except signal pin, are grounded. This 
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is a typical connection for electric guitar, bass, and a lot of musical equipment in general. 
Also, the input is terminated to ground through the switch in the jack when no connector 
is inserted. This is to prevent a large amount of noise being picked up by the high input 
impedance. 
 
Figure 12 DSP module input stage schematics 
 
 High-value grounded resistor R24, placed after the input jack, is used for eliminating the 
so-called ”Pop” sound. Such resistors are usually called anti-pop resistors. When the 
input jack is not connected, the capacitor (C25 in that case) creates minimal voltage 
potential on its pins. If the other end of the capacitor is connected to a voltage source for 
a long time, and the floating end is suddenly connected to ground potential by inserting 
the connector, this voltage will quickly change the capacitor charge. The sharp voltage 
transient will produce the popping sound. But with high-value resistor (1MΩ on that 
case), voltage potential will be eliminated to ground. 
Diodes D15 and D16 in series with R24 resistor are placed for input overvoltage protec-
tion. If the signal voltage goes higher then VCC or lower then Vee, then that voltage will 
go through the diodes without damage to the circuit. 1N4148 diodes are used. 
C25 capacitor works for AC-coupling purpose. The audio signal is an AC signal. There-
fore any DC voltage in signal is undesirable. Capacitance value depends on signal fre-
quency.  
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C31 and R19 form a low-pass filter for preventing radio frequencies from entering the 
voltage follower.  
R32 is placed for biasing the voltage follower. 1 MΩ is a common value because it works 
well with the electromagnetic pickup of the guitar. That resistance will produce an offset 
in the operational amplifier input due to input bias current flowing through the component. 
For BJT operational amplifiers like NE5532, that effect should not be neglected. 
 U2A works as a buffer. Buffer is a current amplifier with an output pin connected di-
rectly to the inverted input. In other words, the output is equal to the positive input sig-
nal. It is placed for the reason that the guitar can not produce enough current for proper 
DSP operation, but enough current to drive an operational amplifier, which feeds the 
signal with the current for proper DSP module operation. Also, the importance of that 
part is the high input impedance, which isolates internal circuit signals from external 
sources. The chosen operational amplifier should be unity-gain stable. NE5532 opera-
tional amplifiers are used. 
U2B, R7, and R22 are typical inverting amplifiers. The idea of that circuit is to invert the 
input signal for creating a differential signal, which is more resistant to external noise 
and high-frequency noise produced by the DSP module. If input is a sinewave, then the 
output will be the same sinewave, but inverted, keeping the same characteristics. 
R46, R54, and R39, R44 are simple voltage dividers. The relationship between input 
and output signals is set by equation (3), and schematics is shown in figure 13. 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑅2
𝑅1+𝑅2
× 𝑉𝑖𝑛  (3) 
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Figure 13 Voltage divider schematics 
 
Figure 14 shows the DSP input stage working flow. DSP module input stage has two 
biased output signals. Those signals have the same amplitude and impedance, opposite 
phase and attenuation by 3. It can be seen that input signals are slightly biased across 
the zero line. This effect is created by high-value input resistor R32. 
 
Figure 14 DSP input stage working flow 
 
3.2.2 Output Amplification Stage 
That stage can be divided into two parts – differential amplifier circuit with volume control 
and hybrid amplifier circuit for final signal amplification. The first part amplifies the DSP 
output signal and, using volume potentiometer, sends a tuned signal to the final amplifi-
cation circuit. 
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3.2.2.1 Differential amplifier circuit 
Figure 15 shows the schematics of the differential amplifier circuit designed for the ana-
lyzed device. The basic differential amplifier circuit consists of one operational amplifier 
and four resistors. It is also called a subtractor amplifier due to the fact that this circuit 
amplifies the difference between inverting and non-inverting input of the operational am-
plifier. Gain is controlled by resistor values. Voltage divider connected to the non-invert-
ing input and a feedback loop with a resistor on the inverted side. As usual practice, input 
resistors have similar values as well as feedback and grounded resistors. 
 
Figure 15 Differential amplifier circuit schematics 
 
Output voltage can be calculated by formula (4). The basic differential amplifier circuit is 
represented in figure 16. 
 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝑉𝑛𝑒𝑔 (
𝑅3
𝑅1
) + 𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑠 (
𝑅4
𝑅2+𝑅4
) × (
𝑅1+𝑅3
𝑅1
)   (4) 
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Figure 16 Differential amplifier schematics 
 
If R1 equals R2 and R3 equals R4, then the formula can be simplified to the form of 
equation (5).  
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑅3
𝑅1
× (𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑠 − 𝑉𝑛𝑒𝑔) (5) 
 
In the case of analyzed circuit input signals are inverted, so positive voltage on one input 
means twice lower value on another. That gives a difference of 2 voltages between op-
erational amplifier inputs. Assuming that Vpos = -Vneg = Vin, circuit gain can be calcu-
lated by the formula (6), and calculation is done by equation (7). 
 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑅12
𝑅23
× (𝑉1 − 𝑉2) (6) 
 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
33𝑘𝑜ℎ𝑚
10𝑘𝑜ℎ𝑚
× 2 × 𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 6.6𝑉𝑖𝑛 → 𝐺 = 6.6 (7) 
 
Capacitor C23, in parallel with R12 and R23, works as a low pass filter for cutting un-
needed higher frequencies from the signal. C35 in parallel is added for matching input 
impedances of the differential amplifier. For that stage, it is reasonable to use 0.1% tol-
erance resistors. 
 
VR2 is a 10 kΩ potentiometer. Potentiometer has logarithmic resistance control. Such a 
solution provides comfortable and accurate control of the output signal on the full volume 
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range. 10 kΩ is a potentiometer resistance range. In the given circuit, it changes re-
sistance value between the input signal and ground from 0 Ω to 10 kΩ. Graphically vol-
ume control pot is represented in figure 17. When the volume control is at minimum, the 
potentiometer works as a 10 kΩ resistor on the input side, which grounds the signal 
creating 0 output level. On the other hand, when the volume is on maximum, potentiom-
eter becomes an equivalent of a grounded 10 kΩ resistor. That gives no attenuation of 
the input signal. 10 kΩ value was selected because it provides low Johnson noise and 
can be easily driven by NE5532. 
 
 
Figure 17 Volume control representation 
 
C23 is a polarized 22 µF capacitor used for AC coupling. It biases output sinewave 
across 0 V line correct amplification in the hybrid amplifier circuit. The working flow of 
the differential amplifier stage is represented in figure 18. The offset of input signals, 
which was present on the DSP input stage, is eliminated by the DSP module. 
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Figure 18 Differential amplifier operation representation 
3.2.2.2 Hybrid amplifier circuit 
Headphones, unlike other audio devices, have very low impedance, usually around 16 
Ω or more on each channel. Because of that special amplifying circuit is created. Figure 
19 represents the hybrid amplifier circuit with the main parts commented. The working 
flow is represented in figure 20. It consists of two stages – an operational amplifier with 
a feedback circuit and the AB class power stage for feeding the signal with a current for 
low-impedance operation. Each channel is amplified separately with a similar circuit be-
cause headphones have two signal pins on its input (one signal per one headphone). 
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Figure 19 Hybrid amplifier circuit schematics 
 
 
Figure 20 Hybrid amplifier working flow 
 
The operational amplifier section can be classified as a non-inverting operational ampli-
fier circuit. Signal is fed to the non-inverting operational amplifier input, while the feed-
back circuit with voltage divider is connected to the inverting input of the operational 
amplifier. By changing resistor values, signal voltage difference can be tuned for needed 
gain values. Output voltage for such kind of circuits is calculated by formula 8. 
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 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 × (1 +
𝑅1
𝑅2
) (8) 
 
The basic non-inverting operational amplifier circuit is shown in figure 21. 
 
Figure 21 Non-inverting operational amplifier schematics 
 
For analyzed circuit output voltage can be calculated by equation (9). 
 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑖𝑛 × (1 +
20𝐾𝑜ℎ𝑚
10𝐾𝑜ℎ𝑚
) = 3 × 𝑉𝑖𝑛 → 𝐺 = 3 (9) 
 
The parallel feedback capacitor (C34 from figure 19) is placed for stabilizing the system 
of capacitive load is connected to the output. 
 
D22 is a TVS protection diode. The purpose of that component is to protect the circuit 
from static electricity. 
 
The difference of designed transistor stage from simple AB class amplifier circuit is using 
of Vbe multiplier circuit for biasing the output transistors instead of diodes.  As output 
transistors, MJD41CT4G and MJD42CT4G models are used, which are surface-mount 
versions of TIP41 and TIP42 transistors. 
 
Vbe multiplier (represented in figure 22) is a circuit, which consists of a bipolar junction 
transistor (BJT) and two resistors. Resistors operates as a voltage divider, which defines 
the multiplication factor of Vbe Voltage. Vbe multiplier voltages are calculated by equa-
tion (10). In analyzed circuit Vbe multiplier is driven by current source. 
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Figure 22 Vbe multiplier circuit schematics 
 
𝑉0 =
𝑅1
𝑅1+𝑅2
× 𝑉1 → 𝑉1 = 𝑉0 × (
𝑅1
𝑅1+𝑅2
) =  𝑉0 × (1 +
𝑅2
𝑅1
) (10) 
 
 
Considering V0 = Vbe = 0.7 V total voltage drop Vx in case of analyzed circuit values is 
calculated by equation (11). 
𝑉𝑥 = 0.7 × (1 +
2.2 𝑘Ω
4.7 𝑘Ω
) = 1.05 𝑉 (11) 
 
It means that the voltage drop of 1.05 V is divided between both bases. Because of that, 
the base of each transistor is biased to approximately 0.5 V. 
 
C32 is placed for bypassing the Vbe multiplier and eliminating non-linearities on output 
transistors bases. 
 
Q2 with a biasing circuit (shown in figure 23), consisting of D17, D20, R37, and R40, 
works as a current source. Two 1N4148 diodes with approximately 0.6 V voltage drop 
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on each placed for biasing PNP MMBT3906 transistor, while the resistance value of R37, 
which is used to set the output current.  
 
Figure 23 Biasing circuit schematics 
 
Output current is equal to the base current subtracted from the current through R37. As 
the base current is minimal, the output current is approximately the current through R1. 
Vbe voltage drop is around 0.7 V, so it can be compensated with the voltage drop across 
D20, while the voltage drop across D17, divided by R17 resistance, according to Ohms 
Law, gives the current in R17. Circuit voltages calculation is represented by equations 
(12), (13), and (14). 
 
𝑉(𝐷17) + 𝑉(𝐷20) = 𝑉𝑏𝑒 + 𝑉(𝑅37) → 𝑉(𝑅37) = 𝑉(𝐷17) + 𝑉(𝐷20) − 𝑉𝑏𝑒 (12) 
𝑉(𝐷17) = 𝑉(𝐷20) = 𝑉𝑏𝑒 = 0.7𝑉 (13) 
𝑉(𝑅37) = 𝑅37 × 𝐼(𝑅37)   (14) 
 
Considering 𝑉(𝑅37) = 0.7𝑉, the resistance value can be calculated by equation (15). 
 
𝑅37 × 𝐼(𝑅37) = 0.7𝑉 → 𝐼(𝑅37) =
0.7𝑉
𝑅37
→ 𝑅1 =
0.7𝑉
𝐼(𝑅37)
=  
0.7 𝑉
0.005
= 140 Ω  (15) 
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For proper device operation, the output current should be tuned to less than half the 
maximum output current of the operational amplifier, which sinks the current. This also 
biases the operational amplifier to the AB class. 
 
For design 100 Ω resistor was used, which will give around 7 mA of current. R45 and 
R56 are so-called emitter degeneration resistors. During operation, transistors start to 
accumulate heat, and, because of that, the biasing point will flow around standard 0.7 V, 
causing system instability. By adding small value resistors (1Ω in the given circuit), heat 
dissipation will be reduced. As an output of the hybrid amplifier can be considered a 
signal with a gain of 2 and tuned for operating with low impedances.  
3.2.3 Power Supply 
In figure 24, power supply schematics is represented. D24 Zener diode between Vcc and 
ground is a protection diode. If input voltage goes higher then 20 V, then the diode will 
pass current through it, protecting the circuit from overvoltage. Also, the diode protects 
from reverse polarity. If a power supply with incorrect polarity is connected, the diode will 
draw high current, this circuit has a flaw though. As the diode will draw very high current 
in protection mode, it can damage either the power supply, itself or the copper tracks on 
the circuit board. 
 
Figure 24 Power supply schematics 
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Separation of DSP module powering voltages is made for the reason that the digital de-
vice’s power consumption is not constant and causes current spikes. These current 
spikes can couple to the audio path, resulting in audible noise, or otherwise poor per-
formance. High value grounded capacitors are placed close to the digital part for reduc-
ing those current spikes. 
UA78M33 is a 9 V to 3.3 V converter. Circuit includes two of them. One for powering 
digital part of DSP module and another for DSP analog part power supply (AVDD).  
+9 V to -9 V conversion is done by the LM43601 synchronous Step-Down voltage con-
verter. Circuit schematic is based on an application note by Texas Instruments, de-
scribing how to use a buck converter in an inverted buck-boost topology. [5.] Further-
more, as part of the power section, bypass capacitors between all operational amplifi-
ers power pins and ground should be considered.  
3.3 Simulations 
Simulations were made using LTspice software. Simulations are needed for a time econ-
omy and simplifying the development process. For a relatively simple design, there is no 
need to simulate the whole circuit, but only the most sensitive and complicated parts. In 
the case of that project, only DSP input and output amplification stages have been sim-
ulated. Also, protection circuits and all, non-signal related components are not present 
in simulations. The simulation model is shown in figure 25. Input 1 kHz signal with 1 V 
peak voltage is used. DSP module is represented by two 10 µF capacitors C100 and 
C101 for eliminating signals offset.  
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Figure 25 Simulation model schematics 
3.3.1 DSP Module Input Stage 
As an output of the DSP module input stage (shown in figure 26) two signals with given 
specifics are expected: 
• One of the signals should be inverted to produce a differential signal. 
• Signals should be attenuated by 3. 
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• Signals could be biased from 0 V line because the operational amplifier bias 
current through R24, creating a voltage offset. 
Figure 26 DSP module input stage simulation schematics 
 
 
Figure 27 DSP model input stage simulated output signals. X-axis – time from 0 ms to 5.5 ms, Y-axis – 
voltage from -1.2 V to 1.2 V. Red line – input signal. Blue and green signals – output differential signals  
As can be seen from the figure 27, circuit output signals (green and blue) look as ex-
pected. Peak-to-peak voltage of output signals is around 0.66 V, giving attenuation by 
three comparing with 2 V peak to peak voltage.  
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3.3.2 Differential Amplifier Circuit 
 
On that stage, the signal should be amplified by 6,6 and then tuned by a logarithmic 10 
kΩ linear potentiometer. On the simulation model (Figure 28), the potentiometer is re-
placed with an equivalent voltage divided circuit. Simulations for 50% and 100% volume 
are shown. 
 
Figure 28 Differential amplifier circuit simulation schematics (volume set to 100%) 
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Figure 29 Differential amplifier circuit simulated input and output signals. X-axis – time from 0 ms to 5.5 ms, 
Y-axis – voltage from -2.5 V to 2.5 V. Green and blue lines – input signals. Red line – output signal. Volume 
set to 100% 
 
 
Figure 30 Differential amplifier circuit simulated input and output signals. X-axis – time from 0 ms to 5.5 ms, 
Y-axis – voltage from -1 V to 1 V. Green and blue lines – input signals. Red line – output signal. Volume set 
to 50% 
 
It can be seen from figures 29 and 30, that the offset of differential signals (green and 
blue lines) is eliminated by DSP module capacitors (C100 and C101 from figure 28). The 
peak voltage of the output signal is 2 V at the maximum voltage setting (red line on figure 
29), which, compared to 0.3 V input signal peak voltage, gives an amplification factor of 
6.6. That value corresponds with calculated values. 
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3.3.3 Hybrid Amplifier Stage 
As it is the final stage of the circuit, the output signal will go the headphone jack. Head-
phone impedance is represented by a 16 Ω R13 resistor. On that stage, it is essential to 
simulate not only input and output sinewaves but also the DC current through emitter 
resistors R1 and R2, as the quiescent current through the transistors is important to set 
correctly. The simulation model of the hybrid amplifier stage is represented In figure 31. 
 
Figure 31 Hybrid amplifier stage simulation schematics 
 
As can be seen from the figure 32, the output signal amplitude (green line) is three times 
bigger than the input signal (blue line). Figure 33 gives a graphic representation of the 
AB class amplifier circuit operation. The output curve (green) is formed from 2 biased 
sinewaves (dark green and red lines). Graphic representation of currents on transistor 
bases can be seen in figure 34. Signal shape across the biasing point can be seen in 
figure 35. It gives a good representation of the AB-class amplifier operation, how the 
output signal (green line) is formed from 2 biased output devices signals. Another way 
of representing that process is shown in figure 36, where output voltage (pink line) and 
current (green line) are shown together with output devices (Q8 and Q15 from figure 31) 
currents (Red and blue line). 
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Figure 32 Hybrid amplifier stage input and output waveforms. X-axis – time from 3 ms to 6.3 ms, Y-axis – 
voltage from -6 V to 6 V. Blue line – input signal. Green line – output signal 
 
 
Figure 33 Hybrid amplifier stage input and output waveforms with output transistors base signals. X-axis – 
time from 3 ms to 6.3 ms, Y-axis – voltage from -7 V to 7 V. Blue line – input signal. Dark green – negative 
side waveform. Red line – positive side waveform. Green line – output signal 
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Figure 34 Currents across emitter degeneration resistors. X-axis – time from 2.5 ms to 7.5 ms, Y-axis – 
current from 0 mA to 400 mA. Pink line – positive side current. Green line – negative side current. 
 
 
Figure 35 Output transistors waveforms together with stage output signal across the biasing point. X-axis – 
time from 4.13 ms to 4.9 ms, Y-axis – voltage from -8 V to 10 V. Blue line – input signal. Dark green – positive 
side waveform. Red line – negative side waveform. Green line – output signal 
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Figure 36 Output voltage and current together with output transistors current waveforms. X-axis – time from 
6.3 ms to 10 ms, Y-axis left – voltage from -6 V to 6 V. Y-axis right – current from 0 mA to 480 mA. Blue line 
– positive side current. Red line – negative side current. Green line – output current. 
 
It can be concluded that the designed circuit operates as expected from schematics de-
sign. 
3.4 PCB Layout Design 
Specifics of audio circuits require low noise in the output signal, and that fact also should 
be considered during PCB layout design. One of the fundamental rules is to place the 
noisy power supply and digital parts as far as possible from sensitive signals because it 
can cause distortion. Also, noisy signals should never cross sensitive signals on the 
PCB.  Another useful approach, which applies not only to the audio boards but to PCB 
design in general, says that net length should be as short as possible. For power supply 
routing, it means that power nets should not have large loops on the board. Another 
thing, which should be mentioned is the convenience of the board for assembling, de-
bugging, and testing. All designators should be placed according to the assigned parts 
and with the same angle (if it is possible). Component placement should be done in a 
way that there will be no inconvenience in soldering. For example, placing high SMT 
component (electrolytic capacitors, for example) too close to the through-hole compo-
nent pins. For proper grounding, it is reasonable to place ground via near all components 
ground pins. Layout design is made in Altium designer software. 
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 Design rules for the project are represented in table 5. Design rules setup is done con-
sidering the PCB manufacturing process (to make PCB price as low as possible) and 
layout design simplification. PCB layer sickness is shown in table 6. Those sicknesses 
values are standard values for such kind of boards. 
Table 5 PCB design rules used for headphone amplifier PCB layout design 
Clearance 0.152 mm 
Trace width Min – 0.254 mm 
Max – 1 mm 
Routing corners 45 degrees 
Via size Via diameter – 0.6 mm 
Hole size – 0.3 mm 
Differential pair routing Preferred width – 0.152 mm 
Max width – 0.254 mm 
Minimal gap – 0.152 mm 
Maximum gap – 0.254 mm 
Polygon connect style  Relief connect 
Silk to silk clearance 0.254 mm 
Hole to hole clearance 0.254 mm 
 
Table 6 PCB layer sickness 
Top solder 0.01 mm 
Top layer 0.036 
FR-4 dielectric 1.5 mm 
Bottom layer 0.036 mm 
Bottom solder 0.01 mm 
 
PCB layout is represented in Appendix 1. DC and signal jacks are placed on separate 
small PCBs. That is done because of chassis specifics. Those PCBs connected to the 
main board by ribbon cables. Through-hole pin arrays on the top part of PCB are made 
for DSP module connection. 
The negative power supply section, shown in figure 37, is placed on the top part of the 
PCB, under the DSP module, without close contact with the signal part. The layout is 
done according to the instructions in the datasheet of the device. 
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Figure 37 Negative power supply layout 
 
DSP input stage, represented in figure 38, is placed close to the DSP module pins, and 
passive components are distributed around operational amplifier U4. 
 
 
Figure 38 DSP input stage layout 
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DSP output stage circuit, which can be seen in picture 39, is also located close to the 
DSP module pins and input stage circuit. Another reason for placing that circuit in that 
place is the location of potentiometer pins, which are located on the center top side of 
the board. 
 
 
Figure 39 DSP output stage layout 
 
The hybrid circuit, highlighted in figure 40, is distributed from the upper left PCB section, 
where other signal related circuits are located, to the output jack connector on the lower 
right section. 
 
Figure 40 Hybrid amplifier circuit layout 
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It is a good practice to add 3D models of the components to the footprints, especially 
components, which will have a connection with the chassis, for example, potentiometers, 
buttons, connectors, and jacks. It gives the ability to assemble the device virtually with 
the 3D model of the board and chassis. 3D models of SMD components are usually not 
so important, but it’s a good practice to add them. 3D model of the designed PCB is 
represented in figures 41 and 42. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 Results 
4.1 PCB Testing 
After the board is soldered, certain measurements should be done. It should be men-
tioned that the unit under test is a prototype of the device used on the convention. Pro-
totype has higher gain value, but lower output power and circuit stability.  Measurements 
can be divided into two parts – signal related and non-signal related.  Measurements are 
done using an oscilloscope, multimeter, and APx515 Audio Analyzer. Also, a thermal 
camera was used for circuit heat dissipation measurement. Pictures of soldered PCB are 
shown in figures 43 and 44. 
Figure 41 PCB 3D model, top side Figure 42 PCB 3D model, bottom side 
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4.1.1 Non-signal Related Measurements 
The first thing after soldering the board is to test short circuits. That can be done with a 
multimeter in resistance measurement mode or by connecting the board to laboratory 
power supply for checking current, voltage, and power consumption of the circuit and 
how those values correspond with expected from simulations and calculations numbers. 
Also, it is important to check that all active components are powered, and all voltage rails 
operate correctly. Another test is heat dissipation measurement. It is done using a ther-
mal camera, and it gives the ability to see most heat conducting components and how 
hot they are.  
Figure 43 PCB top side Figure 44 PCB bottom side 
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From thermal pictures (figures 45 and 46), it is seen that the most heated part of the 
board located in the upper right corner of the board. The reason for it is voltage convert-
ers, which are placed on that side. The maximum measured temperature reached 51 
degrees, which is under critical temperature values.  
4.1.2 Signal Related Measurements 
Before serious measurements, it is a good practice to check signal flow through the cir-
cuit with an oscilloscope probe for soldering or other PCB related problems. If the output 
waveform looks correct, it is necessary to make signal properties measurements. One 
of the most important measurements is called Total Harmonic Distortion plus Noise 
ratio (THD+N) [6]. It gives a relatively precise picture of overall device performance. 
For measuring device performance, a stepped level sweep method is used. The au-
dio analyzer generator consistently feeds the device input with 1 kHz signal with volt-
age range from 20 mV RMS to 2 V RMS and measures THD+N value corresponding 
to devise output signal characteristics like power or voltage level.  
Figure 46 Bottom side thermal picture Figure 45 Top side thermal picture 
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In figures 47 and 48 THD+N ratio relative to the measured output power level is repre-
sented. Two lines (blue and purple) represent two output channels of the device. Insig-
nificant differences between channel results can be explained by components imperfec-
tion and non-ideal measurement conditions. It can be seen that below 690 mW output 
Figure 47 THD+N ratio relative to the measured output power level. X axis – measured output power of the circuit 
in watts (LOG). Y axis – THD+N ratio in percent. Full measurement scale 
Figure 48 THD+N ratio relative to the measured output power level. X axis – measured output power of the circuit 
in watts. Y axis – THD+N ratio in percent. Measurement scale from 650  mW to 1.5 W 
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power THD+N ratio is below 0.2%, with an average value of around 0.1%.  Above 700 
mW output power THD+N ratio rapidly increases up to 1% at 790 mW. THD+N above 
1% means that system is unstable at the corresponding power level. For the measured 
circuit, a stable region is under 0.8 W, which can be considered as the maximum output 
power of the circuit.  Typically, 0.1% THD+N ratio is considered acceptable, while 0.01% 
is a good result. 
 
 For noise measurement, it is essential to measure the dynamic range of the system at 
the maximum 1% THD+N ratio. Dynamic range is a measurement, which shows the dif-
ference between noise level and maximum undistorted signal level. As usual practice, 
dynamic range is measured with audio analyzer generator RMS voltage level at 1% 
THD+N ratio. Figure 49 shows the THD+N ratio relative to the generator level. 
 
 
Figure 49 THD+N ratio relative to the generator RMS voltage level. X-axis – generated RMS voltage in volts. 
Y-axis – THD+N ratio in percent. Full measurement scale 
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Figure 50 THD+N ratio relative to the generator RMS voltage level. X-axis – generated RMS voltage in volts. 
Y-axis – THD+N ratio in percent. Measurement scale from 0.475 V RMS to 0.925 V RMS 
 
 It can be seen in figure 50, that RMS voltage value at 1% THD+N ratio is around 610 
mV. By feeding the input with that level signal, the dynamic range can be measured, 
and it is represented in figure 51. On 1% THD+N ratio RMS voltage dynamic range is 
91dB, which is considered satisfactory for the designed device. 
 
 
Figure 51 Dynamic range measurement. X-axis – Dynamic range in dB 
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Another important measurement for audio circuits is the frequency response seen in fig-
ure 52. That measurement gives a graphic representation of the signal level as a function 
of its frequency. It is significantly useful for equalization circuits, where the signal gain 
can be modified corresponding to the frequency. For the analyzed circuit, the frequency 
response should be flat because no equalization is made. The gain difference in the 
needed frequency range means that the board is not working correctly. 
 
 
Figure 52 Circuit frequency response. X-axis – frequency from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Y-axis – gain from 15.4 dB 
to 18.8 dB 
 
On X-axis logarithmic frequency scale is located, while the vertical axis corresponds to 
a linear gain level in dBs. From the measurement, it can be seen that on the full range 
of 20 Hz-20 kHz gain level varies from 16 dB to 18.5 dB or, converted to amplification 
factor, from 6 to 8.5.). The difference between simulation and measurement can be ex-
plained by inaccurate simulation models. The ripple of the high-frequency part can be 
explained by the DSP module operation. That difference can be considered negligible 
due to device outside operation conditions (exhibition with high outside noise level). But 
tuning of the frequency range lower side is a subject for future improvements. 
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4.2 Device Production 
Chassis for the device was manufactured by modifying one of the company products' 
body, and the front panel was ordered in the amount of sixteen pieces. All devices were 
assembled by hand. On figure 51, the  PCB model inside of the chassis model is 
presented, while figure 51 also represents the front panel of the device. It can be seen 
that LEDs, button, and potentiometer correctly fits inside of the chassis model. Input and 
output jack together with DC jack cannot be correctly placed inside of chassis 3D model 
because they should be removed from the main board PCB and connected with ribbon 
cables. After that, jacks can be placed inside of the chassis. 
 
 
4.3 Challenges 
One of the challenges during the assembling process was the height of the PCB with 
DSP module connectors installed. The solution was soldering the DSP module directly 
Figure 51 PCB 3D model inside of the chas-
sis 
Figure 52 PCB 3D model inside of the chas-
sis with front panel 
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to the board pins without the connectors for reducing the board’s height. Another chal-
lenge was mounting the PCB in the chassis. For that, a plastic cradle was designed and 
manufactured for the batch of 16 pieces, with a 3D printer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 53 PCB 3D model with cradle, top side Figure 54 PCB 3D model with cradle, bot-
tom side 
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5 Conclusion 
The final thesis project has two goals  - headphone amplifier design, consisting of 
simulations, schematics, and PCB layout of the designed circuit and  the demonstration 
of the device development sequence, based on headphone amplifier design. 
As a result of the project, 16 headphone amplifiers were assembled in time — 15 for 
convention purposes and one more for the author's personal use. Device output power 
exceeds 1 W with a 1% THD+N ratio. Results are considered satisfactory, and all units 
normally operated during the convention. In final year project work, all the parts of re-
search and production were explained. That work gives a clear representation of the 
electronic device development working process. 
The product sparked a lot of interest in the convention, and the project can, therefore, be 
considered a big success. An improved version was designed and is currently going into 
mass production. For the production version, several improvements were made. Mainly, 
the DSP system was completely redesigned, and the hybrid output stage was replaced 
with a high current operational amplifier design with reduced maximum output power, but 
better THD+N. For consumer products, there is no need for such significant output power 
for headphones, and for mass production devices, 150 mW output power is selected.  
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PCB Layout 
 
Top side with ground pour 
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Bottom side with ground pour 
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Top side without ground pour 
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Bottom side without ground pour 
